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The S&P500 closed higher this week

following news that the Fed was going

to start Quantitative Easing.
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$150m Super Yacht "Madam Gu" docked at Port Rashid

Our top 3 scoops this week

1. Despite sanctions, the Russian Rouble hit a 7 year high

Russia defaulted this past week on its debt, the first time since 1918 after failing to

https://dashboard.mailerlite.com/preview/86169/emails/59350658887714689
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/06/27/economy/russia-debt-default-sanctions/index.html


Pasiv can help you invest.

If you're curious about those investing

in Russia

We are against war and we stand with

those affected in the Ukraine. But this

pay about $100m in interest payments. Not because they don't have the cash, but

because they're shut out of the banking system. That hasn't stopped Russia from

exporting roughly $977m worth of oil & gas products daily thanks to its two biggest

customers, China & Germany. Oligarchs like Andrei Skoch are having none of

it; bypassing sanctions & docking their mega yachts in Dubai.

Are yacht bays in Dubai Marina the trophy asset of 2022?

2. Recession risk is better than inflation says the Fed

The Fed is raising interest rates at its fastest pace for the first time since the 1980s.

On Wednesday, chairman Jerome Powell said the central bank would do what it

takes to curb inflation, even if it means hiking interest rates to levels that endanger

growth. Failing to restore price stability could increase consumers’ expectations of

inflation in the future, meaning the Fed may be forced to raise rates higher than

necessary.

Is slamming the brakes on inflation worth giving up jobs and economic growth?

3. China's internet stocks are entering a bull market

Whilst stock markets in the US & Europe are cratering to inflation woes, Beijing is

bucking the trend thanks to sanction-free record trade number with Russia. The tone

is softening after a year-long crackdown tone on Chinese tech companies. The CSI

300 posted gains this week of 19% from its April lows, defying correlations to other

assets, as China eases on lockdowns. Earlier this year, many Chinese internet stocks

were battered, suffering losses of upto 90% from their pandemic highs.

Is this the beginning of a sustained recovery in Chinese tech stocks?

What this means for your portfolio

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/whos-still-buying-fossil-fuels-from-russia/
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/sanctioned-russians-superyacht-docked-dubai-2022-06-24/
https://www.bankrate.com/banking/federal-reserve/history-of-federal-funds-rate/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/powell-says-pandemic-could-alter-inflation-dynamics-11656509259
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/17/chinas-xi-says-trade-with-russia-to-hit-new-records-in-coming-months.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/china-shortens-inbound-travel-quarantine-covid-zero-shift-lifts-china-stocks


article from CNBC sheds light on Russian

ETFs that are still active.

If you're worried about a recession

affecting your portfolio

Here is Investopedia's take on a

recession portfolio strategy.

If you're looking for exposure

to Chinese tech

Here are five ETFs from

ETFstream offering targeted exposure.

Build a long-term portfolio in Pasiv.

This week's poll

Would you invest in Russia despite it's invasion of Ukraine?
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Disclaimer

The content on our website and in our newsletter is for general information purposes

only and should not be construed as investment advice, or a recommendation to

make any particular investment. Investing involves a level of risk and you should

consider your risks & objectives carefully before investing. We make no

representation, and assume no liability for the accuracy or completeness of the

information provided in our content.

No, I would never I'm neutral & indifferent

Yes, if there was deep value Definitely, war means nothing
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